
Cyber Due Diligence
Uncovering the newest threats through your
Merger & Acquisition activities

When you choose to buy or merge with another business, you take on their risks. One of
these is their vulnerability to a cyber attack, and the impact of this might have on your
return on investment, deal confidence and your reputation.

In a recent cyber attack incident the impact was so devastating in terms of cost and impact
that it was predicted the company would face “nearly a 50% drop of profit and 32% decline
of its share price” (Forbes).

Other recent high profile cyber attacks have leaked the details of previously undisclosed
acquisitions and potential deals, damaging negotiating positions.

If you understand exposure to cyber attacks across your business portfolio, you are well
positioned to understand the level of investment required to align cyber resilience and
protect the value of your investment, operations and critical data.
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“if you have not assessed the
cyber risk of your target,
you don’t know the value of
the business you are buying”

“Among your portfolio companies and upcoming deals, how many of
those have been assessed from cyber security perspective?”

“Do you think cyber breaches could reduce the value of the deal?”

“Will you abandon (or re-evaluate) a deal if you know the target has
been hacked in the last 12 months?”
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How can cyber due diligence support your business?

Deal makers must assess whether their target carries an acceptable level of cyber risk in
the same way they would analyse its financial and legal position.

The scope, approach and timing should be embedded into your due diligence process,
concurrent with the financial and legal considerations and reflect that the risks can be
unique depending on the individual company and industry sector.

With cyber attacks getting headline coverage on a daily basis, companies are still
complacent in the assessment of cyber risk. Deal makers recognise the growing threat, but
aren’t addressing the issues and evaluating their exposure.

At PwC our cyber security specialists regularly support companies to assess their
vulnerability to cyber attacks. Our recommended approach is to design a holistic cyber due
diligence approach that is fit for purpose whether it is conducted at the pre-deal or post
deal stage, tailored to different industry sectors.

The most critical elements you should consider when building your cyber due
diligence approach

If you are interested in this topic, we will arrange an interactive session with you where
your investment and operation team will find the top tips to build the right cyber due
diligence approach that is relevant to your portfolio companies ranging from different
industry sectors, e.g. financial services, retail & consumers, technology, media & telecom,
energy, hospitality, gaming & leisure etc.

• Walk through the components of the cyber due diligence approach

• Sharing of cyber due diligence war stories and success case studies

• Providing tips to assess inherent cyber security risk of your portfolio companies
and targets

• Providing the top 10 leading questions that shape the roadmap to enhance cyber
security posture of your portfolio companies in your capacity as company director

For more details, please contact

Kenneth Wong (kenneth.ks.wong@hk.pwc.com, +852 2289 2719 )
or Kok Tin Gan (kok.t.gan@hk.pwc.com +852 2289 1935)


